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Open block digestion systems have been very popular in environmental analysis over the past decades,
but have consistently suffered from the major drawback of their sensitivity against corrosion and the
subsequent risk of contamination. Therefore block digestion systems have not been considered state-
of-the-art technology in trace and ultra trace sample preparation.
Graphite block digestion systems are well established in North America and are recently becoming
more frequently considered in Europe. These systems overcome the deficiencies of the traditional
systems, made from stainless steel or aluminum, because the block is manufactured from graphite and
typically coated with a fluoro-polymer to prevent the possibility metallic contamination from the
surface of the system during the handling of the samples. Graphite block systems present an
altemnative to the current mainstream technology of open and closed vessel mnicrowave assisted
digestion systems, as they allow large numbers of samples to be digested simultaneously, thus
overcoming one of the major weaknesses of closed vessel systems.
More recently a number of improvements in the technology has been developed for graphite block
digestion systems and studies have been performed to evaluate the effects of such improvements.
The paper presented will deal with the technological improvements:
monitoring and control of sample temperature vs. monitoring of block temperature (Figure 1)
elimination of cross contamination effects during open vessel block digestion
evaporation of samples for pre-concentration or multiple digestion steps
addressing the needs of various labs and applications for block digesters
The effects of those developments will be discussed; application examples and finally a outlook into
possible future trends for graphite block digestion systems will be given.

Figure 1: Temperature vs Volume of the three experiments
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